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THE MARKET REPORT
Investment dilemma as Covid infects economic outlook
Current Overview
The FTSE 100 fell like a stone to the nadir sub 5000 in late March (a 35% dip in 2
months), has since rallied significantly (24%) but investors’ now find themselves
scratching their heads somewhat with respect to what the next direction of travel will
be. Once again we have all been brutally reminded how markets always fall so much
quicker than they rise and it never makes for much fun sat in front of the screens.
It has been an unprecedented period in modern times.
Short term traders and brave investors will have made some money from the lows
and longer term holders will be pleased their valuations and looking better.
Encouragingly, the virus data is also now materially improving, lockdown restrictions
are being lifted and we have good reason for shares to have rebounded if just from
a sentiment standpoint.
The current and ongoing macro question mark for all financial sector participants
is whether the global economy will now “U shape” recover before the end of the
year or enter a recession. I believe any hopes of a “V” shape snap back recovery
are unlikely even if the market mood (as I write) suggests it to be a possibility.
The truth is no-one (economist, politician or broker) knows and it is infact easy
to understand that the current environment could lead to either outcome.
In reality, some commentators were concerned about the economic growth
outlook even before Coronavirus descended. The world’s second largest
economy in China was slowing materially and equity valuations were high across
many geographies in the New Year. This was down to the ‘Boris bounce’ post
election close to home and with investor appetite strong in the US largely due
to trade talk progression between the US and China.
Most listed companies have now suspended dividend payments and withdrawn
profit guidance due to the current unquantifiable impact of Covid. While this is
totally understandable (and good management for that matter), it has not made
selecting stocks any easier – if it is ever easy. Where a company now has no income
yield (via dividend) or any earnings projection information, establishing what might
be a fair price for a stock is very difficult. Investors are thus most likely looking
forward to 2021 (to assist them) assuming profits and dividend distributions will be
back on track at that time, selecting sectors and companies on that basis. This seems
logical and rational but it does assume the corporate world will bounce back post the
virus. If by Q3/Q4 this year there has been no tangible evidence of improvement,
perhaps today’s valuations are in general already on the punchy side.
Areas of the market yet to show much by way of a material rebound include
financials, oils, retail and to an extent, media. These remain the “value” areas (as they
were pre Covid) and represent cheap, low growth and unloved options. Value (as a
style) has therefore remained somewhat in the doldrums if it was previously tipped to
perform in a Boris Brexit dynamic this year. I do wonder now if these contrarian areas
are due a re-rate and thus constitute opportunities as sectors lagging the market at
large. On the assumption of a U shape recovery, banks should be seen as less risky,
insurers likewise. Oil demand should increase and with that the oil price (assisted
perhaps by some OPEC plus production cuts). The working environment outlook
should also turn for the better which in theory would mean people are more
comfortable with their discretionary spending (which should assist the retail area).

On a very selective basis I have been running the slide rule over Marks & Spencer
(98p) as a “trade” short term if not an investment longer term. With shops due to
open mid June, appetite for the sector may improve.
Market specific comment
Sizeable falls in share prices if unnerving also bring opportunity. Many investors have
already taken that view and put funds to work for the future. Whether any one
investor desiring equity exposure does so directly (investing in direct single
companies) or via a collective vehicle (such as an Investment Trust) is down to what
is deemed suitable – I have many clients who own a mixture of both types of
investment.
A few possible ideas for investment are mentioned below. This is by no means a finite
list (as options are numerous and far reaching currently) and investors should always
do their own research and / or seek regulated financial advice prior to investing in the
stock market.
Royal Dutch Shell (1260p). FTSE 100 constituent. The global diversified energy
giant has seen shares halve in value since last summer. A recently rebased
dividend (the first since the War) is sensible in terms of cash conservation within
the business. Shares now income yield a growing 4.5% and the stock is finding a
level at current prices. As demand for energy starts to rise (and with a corresponding
theoretical increase in the oil price), I believe 1500p per share is not an unrealistic
initial target level.
WPP (620p). FTSE 100 constituent. World’s leading and globally exposed digital
advertising solutions and PR company. Shares were 1060p in the New Year
(pre Covid) and have been hard hit as demand for services will be impacted.
Geared play on economic recovery as cogs of world economy start to turn again.
Strong financially and with a forecast PE ratio of 8.8 for 2021, this does not
looked stretched in my view. Initial target level is 800p.
Murray International Investment Trust (970p). £1.3 billion market value and an
actively managed international portfolio of predominantly equities managed by
Aberdeen Standard Investments. A lower volatility investment as diversified across
multiple holdings. Suitable for investors seeking both capital growth and a rising
income through conviction investment in Asia, North America, Europe (not UK) and
the Emerging Markets. Shares were 1250p in the New Year.
This report was written by Philip Scott, Director at SI Capital on 28/5/20 when the
FTSE 100 was trading at 6200.
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